Dr. Dambisa Moyo
International Economist, Author of Global Bestseller ''Dead
Aid'' and ''How the West was Lost''

Dr. Dambisa Moyo is a renowned economist who analyses the global macroeconomy. Dr. Moyo has an established international reputation
as a thought leader on the political and macroeconomic landscape across developing countries, in particular the BRICs and the frontier
economies in Africa, Asia and South America. She currently serves on the boards of Barclays Bank, SABMiller, and Barrick Gold. In 2013,
Ms. Moyo was awarded The Hayek Lifetime Achievement Award.
Dambisa Moyo''s diagnosis of the recent disasters in financial markets is succinct and sophisticated...The Observer: Book Revie

In detail

Languages

Dr. Moyo completed a PhD in Economics at Oxford University and

She presents in English.

holds a Masters degree from Harvard University. She has been
named by Time Magazine as one of the "100 Most Influential

Want to know more?

People in the World", as well as to the World Economic Forum''s

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what she

Young Global Leaders group. Her work regularly appears in

could bring to your event.

economic and finance-related publications such as the Financial
Times, Barrons magazine, and the Wall Street Journal. Ms. Moyo

How to book her?

is also a contributing editor to CNBC, the business and finance

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

news network.
Video

What she offers you
Ms. Moyo leverages her comprehensive economic understanding
to inform a practical investment strategy, realise opportunities and
manage risks across emerging economies. Her work examines
the interplay between rapidly developing countries, international
business, and the global economy, while highlighting investment
opportunities and convergence themes.

How she presents
Dambisa is a powerful and effective speaker, who is in frequent
demand at keynote summits and conferences around the globe.
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